The DO’s & D N’Ts

of Dairy Manure Management
Volume 2: Preventing Off-Site Discharge of Manure and Manure Pathogens
Off-site discharge of manure or manure water can damage
the environment and result in fines or other regulatory
actions. If manure pathogens (harmful bacteria such as E.
coli or Salmonella) leave a producer’s property, it can also
result in contamination of human food crops and ultimately
human illness.
Food crops which are consumed fresh (raw), such as fruits,
vegetables, or nuts are especially susceptible to manure
contamination.
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Dairies have been identified as a potential source of harmful
pathogens in fresh produce. This pictorial will assist dairy
producers in preventing inadvertent off-site discharge of
manure and manure pathogens.
The images below depict manure management practices
which either promote environmental stewardship and
consumer health (“Do’s”) or endanger it (“Don’ts” which
are marked with a warning circle: ).

Archived photos of cows in close proximity to
spinach and lettuce fields.*

Orchards

Dairy Lagoon

Dairy
Dry-lots

DO survey the crops grown in and around your dairy facility, manure storage, and application areas. Determine if
untreated manure or manure water could contaminate any fresh produce (i.e., fruits, vegetables, or nuts).
Animal forage crops are not at risk.
*Close proximity of cows to spinach and lettuce fields shown in archived photos is inconsistent with current California leafy greens standards.
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Documentation of
dairy farmer and
recipient of manure

Certain jurisdictions
may require nutrient
analysis of manure
leaving the farm

DO properly document, when selling or giving away manure or manure water, the type and amount of manure product
(i.e., stacked or composted manure, lagoon water), where it will be applied, and its nutrient content.

Manure being composted to lower
bacterial levels
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Dairy Lagoon Water

Pictured is a field with clean irrigated water; used for illustrative purposes only

DO compost manure applied to fresh produce fields
according to US Composting Council standards.
Simply stacking manure may not achieve adequate
composting temperatures.
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DON’T allow untreated manure or manure water to be
applied to ready-to-eat produce fields.

Pipe draining manure water from forage field into public waterway

DO have adequately sized and functional tailwater
return to prevent off-site discharge.
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DON’T allow tailwater containing manure to leave your
property under any circumstances.

Broken berm
due to erosion

DO maintain well-functioning, adequately sized
berms free of erosion and rodent damage.

DON’T allow berms to fall into disrepair allowing manure
water to run off-site.
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Cross connection of manure
pipeline (left) and freshwater
pipeline (right)

Lock with
chain

&

Butterfly valve
with inadequate
backflow
prevention
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DO maintain control of all water that has come in
contact with manure or feed nutrients.
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No air gap
for backflow
prevention

Proper air gap
for backflow
prevention
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DO have adequately designed backflow prevention
from well heads.

DON’T use units with inadequate backflow prevention.

Valve preventing backflow from manure
water system into district irrigation
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DON’T cross connect manure and freshwater pipelines
without adequately designed backflow prevention. Do
not use faulty, inadequately-sized, or adapted valves in
manure systems.

Manure water draining
into irrigation canal from
adjacent field

DO install and maintain drop boxes or double gating
between manure fields and the irrigation district
water.

DON’T connect manure application or storage areas
directly to irrigation source water.

Malfunctioning pump allowing
off-site discharge
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DO monitor and document maintenance of manure
application systems.
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DON’T allow poorly maintained equipment to result in
off-site discharge of manure water.
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Fresh bell pepper field

DO ensure a 1-year waiting period after applying
untreated manure or manure water before planting
fresh produce.

Thank you to our collaborators for their
contribution of photos and expert review:

DON’T lease out raw manure-treated fields for fresh
produce production without a 1-year waiting period.
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